FROM: [Redacted] 
TO: COMNAVFORJAPAN //ADV CPY 8//
INFO: DIRNSA

TOP SECRET TRINE NOFORN
F45-Ø362
PUEBLO INCIDENT
A. UR Ø42341Z (NOTAL)
B. MY Ø10447Z FEB, SECTION 2 OF 3 (FOLLOW-UP 12 AND FINAL ADNSG: TO SPOT REPORT NR Ø13/68/23 JAN)

1. COMMUNICATIONS REPORTED PARA EIGHT OF REF B WERE INTERCEPTED AT ZERO FIVE FIVE FIVE ZULU. ACTUAL TIME OF BOARDING NOT AVAILABLE.

2. SINCE ALL TFC REFLECTING SUBJECT NOW AVAILABLE DIRNSA, SUGGEST ANY SIGINT ASSISTANCE REQUIRED TO RECONSTRUCT TIME OF BOARDING BE REFERRED TO DIRNSA (ATTN: B11).

3. FOR DIRNSA: REF ALFA QUERIED DTG TRANSMITTED PARA 8, REF BRAVO

Approved for release by NSA on 01-13-2014, Transparency Case# 63391

DR DRAFTED RELEASING OFFICER
TW/MJG [Redacted]
DOCUMENT MARKING [Redacted]

NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS

SMO: [Redacted]
SMI: [Redacted]
DTG: [Redacted]
SUSPENSE: [Redacted]